
Graduate Council Meeting Minutes 
January 10, 2022 

Zoom meeting; 3:00 PM 
 
In attendance:  Anderson, Dawn; Beeson, Tishra; Bliss, Morgan; Claridge, Amy; Easley, Roxanne; Ely, 
Lisa; Greenwald, Ralf; Irwin, Jason; Kirk, Rachel; Li, Charles; Lubas, Rebecca; Mayhew, Jessica; Perez, 
Heidi; Perez, Mark; Roemer, Karen; Schedler, Chris; Smith, Bret; Takei, Hideki; Thomas, Carin; Walsh, 
Megan; Wattam, Don; Whitcomb, Kathy 
 

1. Approval of 12-6-2021 minutes and approval of current agenda with a few additions 
• Announcement: Graduate Faculty workshop is set for January 20 @ 2 PM in Samuelson 104, 

hybrid option (Zoom will be an option) and we hope to record it and be able to share it. 
   

2. Dean and Committee reports: 
 

A. Dean Report, Rebecca Lubas: 1. Reminder that the Graduate School staff is moving to the 1st floor 
of Barge to room 103 around January 22. 2. Kelley Quirk has been hired as the new Grants 
Coordinator and is trying to settle in; Leslie H. is assisting with this transition. 3. FDRC grant letters 
will be going on out today or next. 4. Dean Lubas plans on being in Barge 2 days a week on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in room 103C. 5. She will have open office hours for students and have 
an event in the library, announcement coming soon.  6. Task force committee membership should 
be determined by the end of January. 
 

B. GC Chair Report, Rachel Kirk: Letter of support that Roxanne help create has been presented to 
the Strategic Plan task force.  Rachel also sent a thank you emails to the President and Provost for 
attending the December 6 meeting. President response:  
 “Thank you for invitation and the email. Please do know that I am truly serious about the 

role of shared governance. We need to decide together where we want to go as a 
university and that especially includes particular aspects of our institution like graduate 
programs and research.  I have always seen an important role for graduate programs at 
a comprehensive university. Though that role has been changing as the needs for 
professional preparation has changed, more certificates and more on-line. How can we 
meet the needs of the future so that we can have thriving programs? These are the types 
of questions the committee will need to ask as we work together to decide the role of 
graduate studies at CWU.”  

Provost response:  
 “I am truly looking forward to working with all of you as we think about the future of 

graduate studies at CWU. As we put together the task force and think about listening 
sessions, I am certain we will find opportunities to be forward thinking, collaborative and 
intentional about graduate programs and graduate students. I understand that people 
are worried about where we are going but I hope as we begin this conversation and this 
process faculty will be reassured that we are serious about shared governance, listening 
and problem solving.”  

 



C. Academic Standards, Don Wattam: Don has received all the feedback on the Thesis Reg’s and they 
will be meeting so that they can share the proposed changes can be reviewed at the February GC 
meeting.  

 
D. Procedures committee, Lisa Ely: A draft of the Graduate Faculty handbook was sent for GC to 

review and if there is any feedback or anything we wanted to add.  Some suggestions were made 
for additions and corrections to the handbook. Updating the handbook once a year (Fall) so that 
names and areas of contact are correct for the academic year. Reviewed and approved 9 
applications.  
 

E. Curriculum committee, Tishra Beeson: 1. They are really committed to establishing a resource 
guide for originators for curriculum help at the graduate level that is different than undergrad. 
What are the questions you have or reoccurring issues that can be addressed in a FAQ list. Please 
send your questions to Tishra. 2. Subcommittee terms and appointments aren’t determined until 
October during the first GC meeting. Often the curriculum committee has curriculum waiting for 
review. GCCC thinks it might be helpful to have the committee chosen during Spring quarter so 
they are ready to review at the beginning of fall. GC Executive committee will discuss options for 
populating subcommittees, committee terms and transition in the fall for discussion at the next 
GC meeting 
 

F. Diversity, Equality & Inclusivity committee, Morgan Bliss: They will be reviewing the self-
assessment and bring the document/survey after they finalize the questions. They will be 
discussing the committee’s charge and will inform GC once it is determined. Dawn will send the 
committee description to Morgan and Don for review and for the by-laws.  

 
New Business:  

-GSR newsletter: Hongtao followed up with some examples from other institutions. He will be 
working with Justine and possibly using Constant Contact to send it out once it is created. (tabled) 
-Recruitment strategies: should we focus more on national/international students? We should 
invite someone from the international studies to see if they have some input. We can consider 
more international recruitment post pandemic.  
-Mission, Vision, Strategic Vision for review and we should consider updating  
-Double dipping policy will need to be discussed and argued at Provost council. Chris Schedler said 
he would be willing to help with this. Rachel will forward all the communications on this matter 
to Chris and Don. 
-Update: We need to formalize having a GC member on FSCC. Don’t have a direction on having a 
seat on Faculty Senate or on Executive Com. Greg suggested that the two Executive committees 
should have a discussion to see what is possible.  
 
Adjourned: 4:19 PM  


